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After you have purchased a new house and before you start leaving in your house, the primary
requisite is to see that all the colors of every room is according to your preference or not. If you feel
that the color of the walls of your rooms are not up to the mark then simply change them. Once you
are done with the colors the next important part is to decorate your house with proper lightning using
floor lamps and ceiling lights.

There are many ceiling lights and floor lamps present in the market, but you should choose them
according to the size of each room in your house. These lights are also energy saving lights and
must be used so as to make your room look beautiful.

If your house has a big balcony and is facing the sea shores then you can use soft ceiling lights.
These lights will be lovely to watch. Every house has a dinning space and your house is not any
exception. You can use different designed indoor lighting which will match with the color of the walls.

In addition, lights must also be used which matches with the furniture of the room. There are
different kinds of ceiling lights which come in different shades and color and gives a pleasant feeling
to the room. Places like kitchen, toilet rooms where bright light is a must you can use different
ceiling lights which fills the kitchen or toilet room with light and are also not costly.

Your bedroom must have a small floor lamps and some light color ceiling lights so that when in night
you go to bed and you switch on those lights they would look lovely. Even in day light, when these
lights are being put into use its light mixes well with the wall color and you room looks lively.

Now, the main aspect is the study room of your kids. If your kids are small then you can use a hard
base outdoor lighting which your kid cannot lift while doing mischief or must be kept away from their
reach. But, during their study it should provide sufficient light. If you have a grown-up kid then the
ceiling lights must be placed on the opposite wall and must be facing towards their study table or if
any case the study room is small then there are many beautiful small sized floor lamps available
which can be brought into use while they are studying.

Thus, you can light up the different shades of your life with these magnificent outdoor ceiling lights.
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